SECT. II.]       NATURAL   STATE   OF   MAN.	S3
of giving way to gloomy apprehensions, we might
throw ourselves, in full assurance of hope, on the in-
finite benevolence of the Supreme Being. It is true,
indeed, that with the threatenings of the word of
(lod, there are mixed many gracious declarations of
pardon, on repentance and thorough amendment.
jBut, alas ! who is there among us, whose conscience
must not reproach him with having trifled with the
long suffering of God, and with having but ill kept
the resolutions of amendment, which had been formed
in the seasons of recollection and remorse ?— -And
how is the disquietude naturally excited by such a
retrospect, confirmed and heightened by passages
like these. " Because I have called, and ye refused;
I have stretched out my hand, and no man regarded;
but ye have set at nought all my counsel, and would
none of my reproof: I also will laugh at your cala *
mity, I will mock when your fear cometh; when
your fear cometh as desolation, and your destruction
cometh as a whirlwind;" when distress and anguish
cometh upon you. Then shall they call upon me,
but I will not answer; they shall seek me early, but
they shall not find me: for that they hated know-
ledge, and did not choose the fear of the Lord2."
The apprehensions which must be excited by thus
reading the recorded judgments and awful language
of Scripture, are confirmed to the inquisitive and
attentive mind by a close observation of the moral
constitution of the world. In fact, all that has been
suggested of the final consequences of vice, is strictly
analogous to what we may observe in the ordinary
course of human affairs; from a careful survey of
which it will appear, that God hath established such
an order of causes and effects, as however inter-
rupted here below, by hindrances and obstructions
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